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Abstract: Traansportation is an importantt area of the socio
s
economic actiivity. The roadd infrastructure must be madee and
maintained thhrough investm
ments. By it, new transporttation
networks are developed, whhile the existeent infrastructuure is
preserved or adapted to thhe action of vaarious agents. It is
generally know
wn that the basis for an investm
ment has in view
w the
indicator of the cost-beneffit effect, negllecting many other
issues. This paper
p
aims to analyse the investment proojects
carried out thhrough outsourrced activities, which increase the
economic efficciency. A need for
f outsourcingg the activities in
i the
road transporttation infrastruucture has been observed due to
t the
complexity of this activity and of the many areas
a
which intteract
to achieve a rooad transportattion infrastructuure.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
A well deeveloped road infrastructure is a sine quaa non
condition for the economic and social development of a
country. The national and loocal road netwoork can providde the
most effectivee and cost effficient connecction between most
towns and ecoonomic development centers.
Any road transportation development sttrategy should show
how transport interacts with a counntry's developpment
objectives.
Thus, if it is safe, harmless andd affordable, road
transportation can contribute to the developm
ment of a counttry in
various ways:
• By facilitaating its internattional trade;
• By ensurinng a better connnection betweenn cities;
• By openning economicc opportunitiees for the rural
communities;
• By providding access to education, heaalth, social serrvices
etc.
It is known that in thhe selling pricce of a produuct a
significant shaare is representeed by the transpportation cost. If
I this
cost is high, there
t
is a negaative influence on the incomee and
growth rate.
In other words,
w
a qualityy road infrastruucture is, literally, a
fundamental prerequisite
p
forr the long-term
m development of a
country.
o the
A poor quuality of the roads hampers thee development of
road transportation sector within the nationaal network of public
p
a the related industry, as well as
roads, the logiistics services and
the country's attractiveness as a transit area for the road
transportation..

2. OUTSOU
URCED ACTIIVITIES WITHIN AN
INVEST
TMENT PRO
OJECT
Outsourcinng has becomee a common foorm of restructturing
and it has wideely spread in alll economic sectors.
No entity is able to cooordinate all its activities at a very
c
Coompanies desiree now to give up
u on
high level of competence.

activ
vities that caan be manageed more effectively in ann
outsourced activity.
The
T
decision for the outsouurcing is taken
n in this casee
becaause of the grow
wing need for sspecialists, nam
mely for expertss
that should superviise each elemennt of the projecct. It is difficultt
mploy, to motiivate, to loyalize them and in
n the end, it iss
to em
even
n more difficullt to pay them,, through a sin
ngle entity thatt
carriies a specific traansportation inffrastructure acttivity.
Given
G
the compplexity of both documents and
d the variety off
the activity
a
areas, units
u
wishing too make investmeents in the roadd
transsportation infrrastructure aree bound to outsource
o
theirr
activ
vities.
In
I most cases thhese units (be tthey governmen
ntal or from thee
privaate sector) do not
n have qualiffied and speciallized personnell
to caarry out the neccessary documeentation.
For
F example, the
t components of a project (pre-feasibilityy
stud
dy, feasibility study,
s
authorizaations for interrvention) underr
Deciision no. 28 (reegarding the appproval for the content of thee
tech
hnical-economiccal documentation of the publlic acquisitionss
in public
p
investm
ments, as welll as for the structure andd
meth
hodology for elaborating thhe general esttimate for thee
inveestment objectivves and for inteerventions) of January
J
9, 20088
are illustrated
i
in figgure 1.
The
T development of these pprojects is don
ne through thee
prep
paration of repports that havve different specialty
s
areass
(geo
otechnical enngineering, ssurvey engin
neering, civill
engiineering, and ecconomics).
For
F example, inn the feasibilityy study we find
d the followingg
chap
pters:
i
onn
1. Written partts: Backgroundd and general information
the project;
p
The esttimated costs annd the financing
g sources of thee
inveestment; Cost-bbenefit analysiis and major technical andd
econ
nomic indicatoors of the invvestment; Estim
mates of laborr
emp
ployed through the investmentt; Opinions and
d agreements inn
princciple.
2.
2 Drawings: Sheet
S
plan (1:25000 - 1:5000)); General plann
(1: 2000
2
- 1:500); Architecturall plans and geeneral sections,,
bearring, equipmennt, including pplans for coord
dination of alll
speccialties involvedd in the projecct; Special plan
ns, longitudinall
proffiles, cross sectiions, as approprriate.
The
T investmentt projects are m
made for the funding of the:
• maintenance,
m
reepair and reconnstruction of nattional and locall
roads,
r
road desiign;
• development
d
off the productionn units serving roads;
r
• production
p
of thhe road construuction materials;
• procurement
p
o technique and equipm
of
ment for roadd
maintenance;
m
• works
w
of scienttific research, ddesign and consttruction;
• road
r
administraation
Drawin
gs

Coontent

Fig.. 1. The components of a prroject

Written
parts

3. EFFICIENCY IN THE ROAD
INFRASTRUCTURE OUTSOURCING
It is generally accepted that efficiency is expressed by the
ratio of the effectiveness (outcome) and the expense (effort)
taken to obtain it, or reversed, the ratio between effort and
effect. The efficiency captures issues such as timeliness and
efficiency of the investment, the extent to which the services
meet the needs of the beneficiaries, the extent to which they can
be purchased and used with maximum of yield etc.
Despite its complexity and difficulties met in assessing the
efficiency, all decisions are based on the analysis of the
obtained results, both from the economical and social
perspective.
In this respect, the main criteria for evaluating the
efficiency of the road transportation sector are:
• the return that expresses synthetically the efficiency;
• the cost level that is expressed in both absolute and relative
indicators.
The return may be expressed in absolute size or relative
size, calculated as a ratio between the profit (effect) and the
capital used (effort). The main rates of the return are: the
economic rate of return and the financial rate of return.
The economic rate of return (also called operating return)
(Toma & Alexandru, 2003) measures the efficiency in using the
assigned financial and material resources, as follows:
reb =

EBE
Pe
& ren =
At
At

(1)

In the relantons EBE - represents the gross operating
surplus, At - total assets (some authors use the term "economic
assets")( Stancu, 2002); Pe - operating profit, reb - gross rate of
return, ren - net economic return rate.
The rate of the financial return expresses the degree of
effectiveness in using the equity (Toma & Alexandru, 2003)
and is calculated with the expression:
rf =

Pn
Cpr

(2)

We define Pn as the net profit and Cpr as own capital.
In calculating the efficiency of the activities involved in the
road infrastructure, the main criterion is the cost resulted from
the effective work. The aspects of quality, of technical and
human capital endowment, financial history etc. have a
secondary importance in this system. However, this situation
creates prerequisites for arrangements between uncompetitive
companies on the market.
Thereby, starting from the determining elements of
efficiency, we can say that outsourcing in the road
transportation infrastructure increases the overall efficiency in
this area due to the following factors:
• Reducing the total cost, which will eventually lead to the
decrease of concerns, defining the quality levels, reestablishing the price, renegotiation, restructuring of costs;
• Changing the ratio between the fixed and variable costs by
creating a more predictable cost;
• Access to the best operational practices that are too difficult
or time consuming, to be implemented in the company.
• Access to a wide variety of specialists, particularly in the
field of science and engineering.
Therefore, even if the level of the income sources is
maintained, by outsourcing an activity, an overall decrease of
the costs will result and thus an increase in the efficiency of the
overall activity, which ultimately determines an increased
efficiency in the road transportation infrastructure.
In order to maximize the result of a project, the increase of

the efficiency through outsourcing must be correlated with the
increase in the activity quality.
There must be made clear though that the reason for the
failure of an investment project is the insufficiency of the
financial resources and the lack of efficiency, and transparence
in the use of the funds collected for this purpose. Insufficient
financial resources for financing the roads is common to most
European countries due to the traffic growth rates, to the road
wear, which, in the recent years, has exceeded almost twice the
rates of growth of the national economies.

4. CONCLUSIONS
It is not by accident that road quality is often used as one of
the relevant indicators expressing the overall development of
the country. Consistent measures must be taken towards a more
efficient road financing mechanism.
It is clearly in the interest of businesses to outsource the
activities in order to maximize the results. This will result in
lower costs and therefore in the increase of profitability. The
benefits of outsourcing should translate into an increased
efficiency for companies that practice outsourcing.
Organizations that practice outsourcing desire to achieve
the following benefits:
- The reduction of the total cost of service. This will
involve the reduction of concerns, defining the quality levels,
re-establishing the price, renegotiation, restructuring of costs;
- The operating leverage is a measure that compares the
fixed costs with the variable costs. The outsourcing is changing
the ratio between the two costs types, by creating a more
predictable cost;
- The access to the operational best practices that are
normally too difficult or time consuming, to be implemented in
the company. Access to a wide variety of specialists,
particularly in the field of science and engineering and the
resources are focused on developing the business strategy;
- An improved method of managing the services and the
technology, in which the provider bears the risk of supplying
with capacity in excess;
Most organizations turn to outsourcing to minimize
development costs and to attract highly qualified specialists.
Thus, in the near future, it could become one of the most
effective ways of developing applications.
Organizations are moving towards transferring expertise,
facilities and equipment to third parties in response to the issues
raised by the trends and fierce competition, by the tax burden
and economic crisis.
Although the arguments above express that outsourcing
produces efficiency gains, managers must be careful on how to
proceed for implementation, because, as it was already pointed
out, it is not enough only to initiate outsourcing processes. They
have to be correlated with transparency and with the efficient
use of the funding resources.
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